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Frank Wilson
Managing Director Ceramicx Ireland

Welcome to Heat Works – the new journal from 
Ceramicx on the art and science of heating technology. 

During the course of our work it often seems remarkable to 
us that the modern world often continues to look back when 
it comes to heat science and heat technology. 

At Ceramicx, for example, we see many who are still baffled 
by the tried and tested methods of Infrared heating: The 
list may surprise you – it includes blue-chip international 
companies; university educators, industrial engineers and 
the general public. 

The times we now live in, however, and the increasing 
urgency of the energy-conscious social agenda mean that 
a change is on its way:  Ceramicx is part of that change  – as 
illustrated here in the pages of this magazine; on our website 
and in other parts of our daily work. 

The bottom line for all is that a better understanding of the 
use of energy and heat resources can only be beneficial 
for everyone. The world now needs low-carbon products 
and low energy manufacturing – period. Necessity will 
increasingly be the mother of invention in conforming to 
the new standard. We all have no option but to work better 
and get more from our power, heat and other precious non-
renewable resources. 

This, our first magazine issue sees us preparing to take 
the energy-saving message to the worldwide plastics 

manufacturing sector. The industry’s centre piece trade 
fair comes every three years in Düsseldorf, Germany 
and Ceramicx will be there when the doors open at 
the end of this October. 

Whether we like it or not, plastics manufacturing 
is indispensable to the functioning of today’s 
modern world. The sector often gets bad 
press but in many aspects it is actually more 
ecological and energy saving than alternatives. 
The Ceramicx contribution is that we can help 
plastics manufacturers even further by using 
infrared heating to reduce energy use.  Our 

infrared systems have achieved typical 
savings of 30% thus far and we are targeting 

40% savings from this moment on. 

The Ceramicx marketplace is global. In this and 
subsequent issues we hope to bring heating news 
and features from various corners of the world. 

We hope that  - wherever you are in the world – 
Heat Works strikes a chord with you; that you will make it your 
own and send your comments feedback and stories as we 
go forward with the new heating agenda

heat works
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Instant infrared profit for 

or lack of gloss.’ And when it comes to the main 
heating phase in thermoforming, the build and 
quality of the infrared platens have a decisive part 
to play.  Given this, Wilson says that ‘it is somewhat 
strange that the principles of Infrared heating are 
so little understood by its users in packaging and 
thermoforming production.’

According to Ceramicx, the essence of Infrared 
heating involves a ‘Holy Trinity’ of three factors 

– absorption; transmission and reflection. The 
misunderstanding of these principles can lead to 
the misuse of the thermoforming equipment and 
the consequent expense in energy, cost and 
capital equipment.’ 

The key to a good infrared heating system is 
simply one in which incoming electrical wattage 
is converted into infrared output more quickly and 
efficiently. In plastics thermoforming, for example, 

a number of infrared ceramic heaters are then 
mounted on reflectors which are then arrayed upon 
a platen – or two – which is part of the production 
line; typically after pre-heating and before the 
‘trauma’ of part forming and then sheet cutting 
prior to product stacking at the end of line. 

The performance of the background reflectors -  
their material composition - and the performance of 
the platen in general is vital in directing the infrared 
heating to its the target material – namely the sheet 
plastic.  


It is no understatement to say that Ceramicx is on a 
mission to show the plastics thermoforming industry 
that a simple upgrade to an infrared heating system 
can save energy bills by up to 40%. 

Ceramicx is a world leader in infrared heat 
technology for plastics. The greater part of the 
company’s output goes into heaters and platen 
systems for plastics thermoforming machines. The 
client machines and the plastic processor needs 
vary greatly and the heating systems and expertise 
must provide both for fast cycling thin walled 
containers and also for the thermoforming of the 
largest of components. 

Wilson says that ‘at Ceramicx after twenty plus years 
of investment and development we are confident 
that we have created the best kind of ceramic 
heating element for the thermoforming industry – 
period. Our view is that the world will continue to 
strive to build a better thermoforming machine 
– and our ‘heat work’ and our engineering will be 
featured as the best among the best.’ 

       Ceramicx is now quality marking and badging 
all its heaters and elements as indicators of true 
quality for the plastics thermoforming industries. ‘Any 
thermoforming production system,’ says Wilson, ‘has 
its areas of opportunity and weakness  -  high-speed 
packaging lines even more so. Thermoformers often 
forget that the thermal systems installed are the 
engine of production. Without maintenance and 
without sufficient analysis, production output and 
quality will suffer. 

One area commonly neglected, says Wilson, is 
the temperature and humidity of the sheet plastic 
feed before it’s even loaded onto the line. All 
thermoformers should ensure, wherever possible, 
that this material is not just brought out from a cold 
store and deployed into production straightaway.

The Ceramicx founder explains that ‘in typical 
thermoforming production, systems of preheating 
serve to even out temperature across the raw sheet 
feed before it enters the main heating system proper. 
Infrared preheating systems are preferred, owing to 
the greater degree of temperature control possible. 
The goal at preheating is the complete elimination 
of temperature variation later in the processing 
cycle. An effective heat ‘soak’ will also pre-empt 
flaws such as finished difficulties appearing in the 
form of pearlesence on the finished product 
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According to Wilson, many thermoformers end up 
all too often fighting the demands and design of 
their machine in order to get some efficient heat 
work done. 

‘For example, stainless steel is not an adequate 
material for use in infrared reflection work. It will 
absorb a high percentage of the emitted energy 
and will therefore over time cause burnout of the 
electrical wiring behind the reflector. Polished 
aluminum on the other hand is in most cases the best 
reflector for ceramic infrared heating but > 500°C it 
also will start to fail. The business of thermoforming 
thin and clear plastic sheet needs some installation 
of passive ceramic tiles in the base of the 
platen in order to reflect back the heat.’

The Ceramicx experience is to note that 
as a thermoforming platen system starts to 
discolour and degrade under use – with 
dirt and process plastic and other materials 
– so the reflectivity will be compromised 
and the machine operator will then 
typically be involved in a vicious circle of increasing 
the temperature in order to achieve the same 
performance. Regular review and maintenance 
could pre-empt the bother; the increasing lack of 
control and the extra cost. 

Wilson says that ‘we see time and again that a 
30-40% improvement in operational efficiency 
of most packaging thermoforming systems can 
be achieved through this single and simple step 
of reviewing and renewing the infrared heating 
platen. The ideal control for this situation is to mount 
a thermocouple on the existing reflector system – 
keeping a temperature watch. When this starts to 

 increase profit margin 
by up to 40% 

“ ”

rise – taking more and more energy – 
the user should be alerted to take action.’

The plastics packaging and plastics thermoforming 
industries could do a lot worse than to review their 
use of heat – infrared systems in particular – and 
understand the principles a little better. It could 
improve savings and overall performance no end. 

A typical Ceramicx infrared heating upgrade is 
therefore designed to improve the performance 
of a fixed capital asset that would take millions to 
replace and the upgrade typically pays for itself 
within months. 

Wilson explains the economics further:  ‘For a very 
low five figure sum a sophisticated upgrade to a 
fixed and expensive capital asset can be supplied 
– and not only pay for itself within months but  also 
make you 40% more money on the output which 
you were having to make anyway. Not only that 
but the move will significantly prolong the life of your 
fixed machinery.’

For further emphasis, Wilson asks ‘how many typical 
thermoforming machines encountered regular 
issues or problems in their mechanical movement? 
Hardly any.’

plastics thermoforming
Inline 
thermoforming 
platen with ceramic 
emitters and 
individual zone 
control

 Continued on page 8
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post-spray infrared heating also eliminates 
the tendency for a developing film surface 
to ‘bubble’ and crack the surface of the 
coating. With two heat applications the 
material firstly evaporates from the substrate 
and then from the top. 

The overall effect of the plastic film on 
concrete is a silk-like finish to the concrete 
and stone. This is often referred to as the 
‘wet-effect’ and increases the depth of 
colour in the case of concrete – making the 
product much more visually appealing. 

Ceramicx Founder and Managing Director 
Frank Wilson says that ‘Infrared technology 
has an amazing potential for all industries 
that is still largely untapped. Thanks to the 
innovation of BM Anlagenbau this part of the 
construction industry is feeling the benefit 
– consumers and our environment also. 
Ceramicx learned a great deal from being 
part of this project – in designing the right 
array of elements and infrared emissions 
to suit – as well as engineering the infrared 
reflectors to provide exactly the right kind 
of heating for the concrete and give the 
whole system the right price/performance 
ratio. In this case,’ Wilson adds, ‘the high 
speed infrared heating also allows the 
client to adjust the overall heating systems 
in a modular manner - minimising space, 
helping changeovers, reducing production 
costs and improving competitiveness.’

Stefan Düllmann for Freek says that ‘we 
were delighted to be able to help BM 
Anlagenbau engineer the heating system; 
producing a fault-free job at an optimum 
price. Heat systems service and know-how 
have become synonymous with the Freek 
company reputation and this project, we are 
pleased to say has been no exception.’

BM Anlagenbau director Dirk Matyschiok 
says that ‘the quick response and the 
precise control of infrared heat work have 
been the keys in perfecting our system. 
The project has clearly shown the benefit 
of trusting in the expertise of development 
partners playing a leading role in their 
sectors. No need to say who the partners will 
be for further heat work projects to come.

CeraMiCx 
and Freek 

work TogeTHer 
for

BM anlagenBau

Ceramicx - together with 
partner Friedr Freek - has 
been supplying quality 
infrared heating to German 
industry for the past sixteen 
years. 
Ceramicx infrared 
components have been 
given superior quality ratings 
from German industrial testing 
bodies in Duisburg and 
elsewhere
Ceramicx and Freek are 
leading and founding 
members of a European 
network in industrial heating 
systems called EUCOPET - 
raising the bar for product 
quality and creating price 
competitiveness throughout 
the European industry
Ceramicx offers German 
market the full range of 
infrared heating options, 
ceramic and quartz-based 
and long, medium and short 
wave. 
For the past ten years 
Ceramicx has been part of 
the triennial K 2010 exhibition  
- the world’s leading plastics 
trade fair - 

QUAlITy IN 
GERMAN MARKET

Hameln-based BM Anlagenbau has for 
many years been supplying merchants in 
the building and construction sectors with 
film and paint-protected building products. 
These specially 
treated concrete 
and stone products 
resist wear and 
tear; hold their 
aesthetic through 
the product 
lifetime, as well as 
being graffiti and 
vandal proof. 

The technology is 
increasing in popularity since it can resist 
weathering and other aspects of ageing 
and thus extend product life and service 
life; reducing efflorescence and guarding 
against tyre abrasions, food, oil and 
chemical contaminations. 

In production, most of the BM Anlagenbau 
product range is typically treated with 
polymer paints and then needs to dry before 
being packaged and shipped. Infrared 
heating has a key role to play; firstly in 
preparing the concrete and stone surfaces 
before the polymer paints are applied. 
As with plastics thermoforming, infrared 
preheating improves the surface readiness 
and also the penetration of the coating 
material into the concrete. This makes for 
better adhesion and for better long-term 
protection of the concrete product. Pre and 

Infrared specialist and manufacturer Ceramicx 
has been working with German heating expert 
Friedr Freek in providing leading manufacturer, 
BM Anlagenbau, with some leading edge 
production processes in order to make its 
innovative range of coated concrete and stone 
products. 

  amazing potential for 
all industries that is still 

largely untapped 
“

”
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patent application here has been 
necessary in order to emphasise our 
product difference and superiority 
to various kinds of rogue copies 
already on the market. The simplicity 
and effectiveness of our design will 
appeal to all of those mould makers 
or hotrunner manufacturers visiting 
the K 2010 show. 

Both Ceramicx and Freek are well 
aware that K 2010 is going to be 
remembered for its focus on energy 
efficiency and for ecological processing 
solutions. Frank Wilson of Ceramicx says that 
‘this is an inevitable direction in manufacturing 
worldwide. The companies that Ceramicx 
wants to meet at K 2010 are those that see 
energy-useage and monitoring as a major 
factor in equipment construction of any kind. 
Ceramicx is right at home with the low carbon 
future. We promote the ideas through the 
measurement of energy content in our own 
work and also through the encouragement 
of energy monitoring ideas throughout 
thermoforming – including measuring part-
energy content.’ The differences in energy 
savings between the Ceramicx product and 
other similar/competing products on the 
market, ceramic products in particular are 
significant.

Both companies are optimistic about the 
future of plastics processing and about 
the centrality of the K exhibition in driving 
the industry forward. Ceramicx has seen 
a general surge in demand for its quality-
based infrared engineering and products. 
Freek also has posted growth figures this year 
and sees the general expansion for plastics 
continuing. Freek characterises the low-
carbon industrial future as one of “resource 
saving” - ‘a mega trend,’ says Kaiser, ‘that 
focuses on both energy and materials. It 
also explains the miniaturization trend in our 
industry.  Miniaturization has been one of two 
major impacting developments at Freek. 
The other has been what we call “Xtreme 
Development”. 

Wilson and Kaiser agree that the industry has 
much to look forward to in Düsseldorf in late 
October. ‘For anyone involved in processing 
and heat work,’ says Wilson, ‘our joint stand 
will be big on practicality and provability: 
Between both companies there isn’t much 
that we don’t know about the heat forming 
of plastics – and we hope to show those skills 
in depth to the visitors at K 2010 in Düsseldorf 
this year, October 27-November 3. 

Ceramicx set for the 
best K exhibition ever 
Ceramicx has finalised its exhibition details 
with German heating experts Freek for their 
joint exhibition stand at the prestigious K2010 
triennial plastics industry exhibition. K2010 
runs at the Düsseldorf Messe, Germany, from 
Wednesday October 27th to Wednesday 
November 3rd. 

Ceramicx founder Frank Wilson says that 
‘we realise full well that much of the plastics 
sector has been waiting until K 2010 in 
order to review the latest that plastics 
technology can offer. We hope to raise 
more than a stir in the worldwide plastics 
thermoforming industries where our infrared 
heating solutions and machine retrofits in 
that regard are putting back the profit for 
thermoforming processors.’

Says Wilson, ‘the international character 
of the K 2010 show always suits us very 
well. Our visitors are always very pleased 
to find out that we provide a service and 
delivery time to anywhere in the world 
that always exceeds expectations.’ The 
Ceramicx/Freek stand will also provide 
visitors with a live materials testing system 
that will demonstrate the heating effect 
on different kinds of plastics using different 
heaters. ‘Ceramicx and Freek challenge 
anyone with a moulding or thermoforming 
heat processing issue to come to us – have 
the material sample worked with - and 
get the best heat work advice available.’ 
says Wilson. ‘Many plastics processors, for 
example, have still yet to appreciate the 
difference that different infrared sources 
can make to their operations – and many 
new materials producers – particularly in 
the new biopolymer area are still searching 
for optimum processability.

Ceramicx’s exhibiting partner Freek will have 
most heating bases covered when it comes 
to issues of injection moulding heating, hot 
runners and other systems. Freek’s extensive 
product range at K 2010 will include Nozzle 
Heaters (HotMicroCoils); Cartridge heaters; 
Tubular heaters; IR elements; flat heating 
elements (panel heaters) in mica, silicon 
(incl. drum heaters), polyester and kapton 
and thermosensors and temperature 
controllers. 

Chief among the Freek new products at K 
2010 is the company’s revolutionary patent 
pending nozzle heater design. Freek director 
Stefan Kaiser explains that ‘our recent 

‘Ceramicx is the only 
company on the market 
which manufactures 
the complete range of 
infrared heaters – long, 
medium and short wave. 
The elements are perfectly 
developed for each 
application, reasonably 
priced and available on 
short notice. Furthermore,’ 
adds Düllmann, ‘Ceramicx 
has gained a huge 
knowledge on all details 
of infrared heating. Superb 
technical support is always 
guaranteed.

düsseldorf here we come !

DüSSElDORF MESSE 
WEDNESDAy 

27th OCTOBER - 
WEDNESDAy 

3rd NOvEMBER 

Stefan Düllmann
Freek manager

k2010 

hall 
11

stand 
a01
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Ceramicx infrared heating 
products are available throughout 
the United States, principally via 
Michigan based distributor Weco 
International, founded in 1972. 
Ceramicx and Weco provide 
infrared expertise; installation 
engineering and significant 
cost savings for a number 
of US companies in diverse 
manufacturing sectors 
Ceramicx and Weco offer 
a number of value-adding 
heating testing services for US 
manufacturing clients 
For the past twelve years 
Ceramicx has been a full member 
of the US-led Society of Plastics 
Engineers (SPE) organisation 
The US market has helped drive 
the Ceramicx semi-automated 
validation system for product 
marking and quality assurance 
and online documentation for the 
exact performance parameters 
of any and every item of 
purchase. Brett Wehner, Weco 
International, comments that 
‘this kind of supplier back-up 
gives us an incalculable edge 
in our work for the customer and 
in Weco’s quality assurance’.

leading US building products manufacturer 
Santa Fe Custom Skylights, for example, has 
been reaping the benefit of a successful 
changeover to infrared-heating thanks to 
expertise supplied by Weco International and 
infrared heating manufacturer Ceramicx. 

The Santa Fe-based plastics thermoformer has 
recouped all of its infrared investment within 
a twelve month period and at a rate of 30% 
savings on energy. Over this period cycle times 
have been reduced, energy bills and scrap 
rates have been lowered as has downtime. 
Moreover, the retrofit design of a new heating 
system -  control design, zone layout and 
ceramic emitter selection – has been done 
in modular fashion and has allowed Custom 
Skylights to use multiple tools and material 
types within a single thermoforming line. 

Custom Skylights owner Jeff Apodaca says ‘we 
bought a gas oven a year before switching to 
Infrared technology via Ceramicx and Weco. 
We put  a lot of money into the gas oven and it 
didn’t work: we had hot and cold spots, there 
was no way to control the temperature,  as we 
needed to continually use it throughout the 
day. The oven simply kept getting hotter and 
hotter and we therefore ended up burning 
a lot of plastic. In addition there was no way 
to adjust the temperature for heavier gauge 
acrylic. After a year and day of burn outs, 
replacement parts and an expired warranty 
we decided that enough was enough’

Apodaca adds that ‘with this new IR oven we 
have not had a single day down since it was 
installed, and it runs 8 hours a day we can now 
easily dial in the temperature required and 

cook different gauges of plastics knowing 
that our products will come out right the 
first time, it has cut our production time by 
2/3 compared to our old cal rod and gas 
system, it has greatly reduced the energy 
consumption and eliminated the plastic loss 
due to un proper heat distribution.

Ceramicx founder and director Frank 
Wilson says that ‘this case study is a far from 
isolated story - and shows us that as infrared 
technology is on the brink of presenting 
thermoformers worldwide with the most 
amazing opportunities for profit gain. It is in 
fact fair to say that most thermoformers who 
run incoloy emitters will continue to run the 
oven at higher output to achieve the same 
result.  In most cases, the heat work part of 
these thermoforming systems is running at 
nearly 100%. 

Wilson points out that ‘this way of working 
actually wastes energy: elements fail 
faster; more down time is needed to 
replace them; and convection heat 
increases the overall temperature 
in plant, which causes very hot 
working conditions, and further 
wear and tear and inefficiencies. 
The new Ceramicx-based 
heating that we installed for 
Custom greatly increased 
energy input to the plastics sheet 
material thus reducing cycle times.  
less energy was used per part; thus 
making a sizeable reduction in cost 
per part.’

  Custom Skylights products are 
designed to allow transmission 
of visible light. The clear and 
transparent material can pose 
difficulty in absorption of energy.  
Every material absorbs energy at  
a different wavelength, and Weco 
and Ceramicx were mindful to best 
match the IR wavelength to the 
given materials.   

inFrared inCreaSeS 
uS proFiTS

”

“                                           For many years,
 the Ceramicx infrared expertise has been 
    winning friends and customers across 
the 50 states of the USA.  A key part of the 
growth there has been the US move to more
                                 profitable plastics
                                      thermoforming. 

Ceramicx is expert in developing and 
supplying infrared heating needs for 
US-based animal care – in both do-
mestic and commercial/agricultural 
areas. 

The distinctive black-coloured infrared 
heating bulbs have recently won the 
Ul-approved international stand-
ards and are one of Ceramicx 
latest Creature Comfort IR heating 
brands to be sold 
into the US 
market. 

Brett Wehner, President Weco International.

US HIGHlIGHTS
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‘To fail to prepare is to prepare to fail,’ as the saying goes. This is always a sell out show 
Prepare your travel, accommodation and itinerary, well in advance so that these details 
are sorted at effective cost – and you can then forget about them and focus on the 
important stuff.

 

Exhibitors, needless to say, love it when you book appointments with them on their stand. 
They love it even more when you keep those appointments. So make sure to do both .

 

I know, I know. English is increasingly the ‘international language of business’. 
Nonetheless, your day in Düsseldorf, Germany,  won’t be all business – So just invest a little 
time with a phrase book and get the benefit.

Above all this means wearing the right kind of shoes.  K 2010 has 17 exhibition halls. If 
you’re planning to review a number of technologies and meet a number of people, 
the chances are that you’ll be walking several kilometres a day. So make sure that 
you’re as comfortable, fed and watered as you need to be for your business.

Networking is the new marketing. Period. So if you want to stay in the mainstream of 
the plastics industry world at K 2010 you’ll probably need to put some evening time 
in the streets of Düsseldorf’s Altstadt. The Altstadt (literally “old town”) is known as the 
longest bar in the world since it has more than 300 bars within its reach. Try the local 
beer, Altbier, and stay in the general swim of events.

Put the Altstadt to one side the next morning. A very high degree of concentration is 
needed to get the most out of the K experience. Make sure that you capture all
the data you can. Download the exhibitor catalogue at the earliest opportunity 
and plan who you need to see and what for. Make a realistic time plan 
for each of your days at the show. Have a note book and pen about you – 
collect cards – and give yours out – and take the opportunity to record all the 
information you can – including your own thoughts and impressions which will be 
valuable to you in the weeks and months after the show.

 

What are you there for? What do you need the exhibitor for? It will pay you to be 
able to state your business in a friendly, compelling and succinct way. Exhibitions 
are notorious for inducing attention-span fatigue – so your introduction – to 
yourself and your needs - has to work against that and has to be as crisp and 
positive as it can be. please remember to thank the exhibitor for his/her time 
when leaving your business card.

It’s inevitable that at some points in the show you will be frustrated at your busted 
schedule and your lack of time. The wise thing to do is to simply acknowledge it  
and move on – and not to let that frustration colour your ongoing business with 
other people. Remember the opportunities and interest about you and refocus 
your time management on the practical here and now.

So many exhibitions – for exhibitors and visitors alike -  suffer from a lack of decent  
follow through. Set yourself a decent system and a regular schedule for achieving 
all the follow through that you need. Remember that you’ll have to wait another 
three years before those opportunities come again.

At CerAmiCx we offer the following short survivAl guide for visitors to the K 2010 
experienCe. liKe everything else – things go A lot better when you enjoy them 

visitor tips for the K 2010 exhibition 
düSSeldorF 

oCT 27 - nov 3   2010

...............so pleAse mAKe sure thAt you do !
be prepAred.  stAy in dÜsseldorf  - if you CAn.

booK exhibitor Appointments AheAd

leArn A little germAn

be ComfortAble

be soCiAl

be foCused

be suCCinCt And friendly

be reAlistiC with your time

follow through

CerAmiCx looKs forwArd to greeting you 
in hAll 11 – stAnd A01  

invest A little time with A 
phrAse booK And get 
the benefit.

try the loCAl beer, 
Altbier, And stAy in the 
generAl swim of events.

      be foCused       CApture
           All the    dAtA you CAn
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Any plastics packaging thermoforming production 
system has its areas of opportunity and weakness  -  
high-speed packaging lines for food and beverage 
applications even more so. 

 It is easily forgotten that the thermal systems 
installed as part of the thermoforming process 
are the engine of production. Without 
maintenance and without sufficient analysis, 
production output and quality will suffer. 
Infrared heaters, ceramic heaters, quartz 
heaters, and ceramic elements are all based on 
a specific and particular technology. The more 
understanding gained of infrared science, the 
better any company’s thermoforming will be. 

The Ceramicx experience sees many plastics 
processors and packaging users mistakenly 
pointing to the heating system as a possible 
cause of packaging deformation and quality 
failure. But as a general rule, heat systems ‘per 
se’ are very rarely the cause of production 
problems. 

Instead, the complexity of the packaging 
part design; it’s dimensions, the depth of the 
thermoforming ‘draw’ and the characteristics of 
the material composition – these are the prime 
factors that must be calculated and overcome 
in order to make quality product. 

When heating problems do occur, it mostly 
shows up in older equipment: with burn 
out; with electrical faults and with 
problems with older style and 
non-directional heating.’ Wilson 
cites tubular and magnesium 
filled heating solutions; black 
rod heating and other kinds 
of non-infrared sources 
as contributing to inexact 
systems of production and – 
above all – to a waste of energy 

and electricity cost. ‘In a completely enclosed 
system or oven, this kind of heating becomes 
uncontrollable,’ he says, ‘and the thermoforming 
operator is being continually forced to ramp up the 

power and the input electricity in order to try 
and maintain a temperature.’
Wilson points out, however, that ‘for effective 
plastics thermoforming, the energy inputs have 
to be properly measured and then specifically 
applied.’ And Wilson adds that ‘as a long 
as a company’s financial and engineering 
departments remain separate, there will be 
precious little awareness of the issue – or a need 
to change it. The fact is, however, that the 
standard emissivity of an infrared element is rated 
at 0.96 compared to 0.60 of tubular heating – as 
referenced against an ideal of 1.0.’
In fact, Ceramicx reflects that the thermoforming 
industry may be reaching a point akin to the 
automotive market, where ‘gas guzzlers’ are 
simply no longer attractive.
The Ceramicx observation is that ‘most 
thermoforming companies spend their time 
unnecessarily contemplating the expensive 
prospect of a new machine to make them 
more money some time in the future when they 
could be making more money now  - with an 
infrared platen system upgrade,’ says Wilson. 
‘The industry will do far better making best use 
of what it already has. This does not mean 

thrashing and over-riding its heating 
systems at 100% despite the energy 

bills and the component failures. 
It means finding the ‘sweet spot’ 
of the existing thermoforming 
system using controlled systems 
of infrared heating,’ he adds.

Instant infrared profit for plastics thermoformers
 Continued from page 3



Major reduction in capital 
equipment wear and tear

Like-for-like infrared for  
tubular replacements

Elimination of ‘hot box’    
tubular problems

              Can inFrared HeaTing Make a 
diFFerenCe To Your THerMoForMing BuSineSS ?HOW

Here’s how....
No need for changes in 
control or instrumentation

Poor performing infra red to 
be replaced with superior 
platens

Savings in directional heat 
Better resultant product quality

Improved set up time and 
tool change time 

More complex parts 
possible

Cooling requirements also 
reduced

Matching of heating controls 
to polymers being processed 

Improved environment for 
operators
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No market and no relationship is more 
important to Ceramicx than the growing 
infrared industries in the Far East. 

Founder and Managing Director Frank 
Wilson - pictured here with Xu Shan of 
Ceramicx’s Chinese distributorship – spent a 
very profitable time in April/May 2010 visiting 
the region, dodging the volcano ash travel 
crisis and getting the Ceramicx voice heard 
at Chinaplas and other places. 

Founder and Managing Director Frank 
Wilson says that ‘the areas where East 
meets West are always interesting places 
– technically, socially, culturally. At 
Ceramicx we are sharing our European-
based infrared heating know-how with 
a number of Far Eastern manufacturing 
sectors – and particularly in plastics where 
our infrared systems for thermoformers have 
a guaranteed quality for both machine 

builders and plastics processors.’ Ceramicx 
is appreciative of the Irish Government help 
in its outward mission. ‘The Far Eastern team 
at Enterprise Ireland have been invaluable 
in helping the Ceramicx preparation,’ says 
Wilson. ‘Alan Buckley, Cathy Houlihan and 
Xiaojing yue at Enterprise Ireland have all 
helped us immensely in the desk research 
and contact work needed for this project. 
Markets as specific as resin curing, infrared 
oven drying, thermoforming and others 
really are of a different scale and structure in 
China and the Far East. We have spent a lot 
of careful time identifying our likely audience 
– and ways to reach them in China – and at 
Chinaplas this year. 

Wilson is clear that a major part of the 
Ceramicx Far Eastern business is about the 
infrared product and component quality 
and traceability offered by Ceramicx. ‘An 
advanced process such as infrared heating 
requires a corresponding guarantee of 
product quality and assurance – something 
we believe will have a premium attraction in 
these markets. As European audiences may 
know already, we have been working with 
the University of limerick on manufacturing 
systems that not only identify and quality 

assure infrared heating components – but also make the heating 
performance of every component supplied available to the customer 
– online and offline. Wherever they are in the world, all thermoforming 
machine builders and all our thermoforming processors need the security 

of this data and also full systems of product traceability.’

During the recent trip to the Far East, Ceramicx observed 
great opportunity to educate and inform the market about 
the potential for infrared in a general sense. ‘Worldwide, 
the knowledge gap in industry about infrared and infrared 
heating is actually very wasteful,’ says Frank Wilson. ‘As far 
as we can tell – that knowledge gap includes the Far East 
- but the region is closing that gap fast. Most new projects 
for us usually begin with a search for a foothold on some IR 

expertise within the client company. Then we can create some common 
ground of understanding – and some solutions.’

Wilson says that ‘Ceramicx and its products are always particularly well 
received in China: ‘This year’s Chinaplas exhibition gave us an opportunity 

   production and demand is 
simply of a different scale to the 

rest of the world.
“

”

Buy products of high quality 
that don’t limit your exports 
to European markets 

Have full traceability of 
each infrared component 
supplied 

Obtain service, information 
and delivery from a top 
notch agent on the ground 

Get carbon-footprint data 
from your suppliers – in-
creasingly important this 
decade

Take advantage of scale 
economies by ordering in 
bulk 

Full of Far 
eastern promise

Ceramicx Top 5 advice 
points for Far East heat work

Frank Wilson, Ceramicx MD pictured here outside Chinaplas 2010 with Xu Shan 
of Ceramicx’s Chinese distributorship

to market our excellent ceramic and quartz 
infrared products - and at the right price. 

Wilson notes that he distributed all 80 
Ceramicx infrared product samples to 
interested buyers at the show - with demand 
for more. He also spent time in discussions 
that are set to establish agencies and 
distributorships throughout the country. 
In addition, our Irish industrial base and 
pedigree gives us a very good entrée into 
the Chinese market. We have comparatively 
little history there to date – and therefore less 
supposition and prejudice.’

Wilson points out that the sheer scale of 
Chinese industrial production has to be 
witnessed at first hand. ‘In the Shanghai 
area alone, there are nine thermoforming 
machinery builders. In the adjacent 
economic regions of China there are also a 
further nine machinery builders. The volume 
of production and demand is simply of a 
different scale to the rest of the world.’
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The Ceramicx website features a high level of visual detail – 
as represented through product drawings and 3D imagery for 
many components, ceramic and quartz-based.

The online shop has been established to sell Ceramicx heating 
components throughout the UK and Ireland. via Internet 
ordering, UK and Irish customers can now purchase a range of 
ceramic, quartz, quartz tungsten and quartz halogen elements 
together with a range of high temperature components and 
accessories. 

Cáthál Wilson, Ceramicx Project Manager, says that ‘the new 
online shop will mainly sell stock items and from time to time the 

shop will also offer some stock-clearance sales on selected 
items.’

Ceramicx customers with higher-value products and volume-
based orders may purchase their heating by contacting 
Ceramicx directly [ sales@ceramicx.com ] as long as the order 
value is €200 or more. In general, orders amounting to €200 or 
less have to be purchased from the new on-line store

The UK and Irish markets have lately seen Ceramicx designing 
and building a number of bespoke infrared heating projects 
for industrial clients. ‘The scope of this work,’ notes Cáthál, ‘will 
naturally enough fall outside of the online shop. All heating 
systems - thermoforming platens or industrial ovens will still 
require the customer to contact Ceramicx directly. Once 
established, however, UK and Irish customers are free to top up 
their component needs via the online shop.’

Ceramicx intends to gradually grow the UK and Irish online 
ordering process over time. ‘In due course,’ notes Cáthál, ‘we 
shall hope to offer controllers, wire of various kinds and many 
more items related to the heating industry.’

And while Ceramicx is expecting a key part of the online demand 
to be driven by the packaging manufacturing and 
plastics processing industries, the company is 
looking forward to receiving orders from a variety 
of sources. ‘Our infrared heaters have a very 
wide spread of end-use markets – ranging from 
heavy industry up to single consumer needs,’ says 
Cáthál. ‘Our online shop will be a useful tool in 
helping us serve customers and markets 
both old and new.’

shoponline

CeramIC elements

Quartz elements

Quartz tungsten 
elements

Quartz halogen 
elements

aCCessorIes

long wave emitters

Medium wave emitters

Fast Medium wave emitters

Short wave emitters  
Fast IR systems

large range of high 
temperature components and 

accessories

www.ceramıcx.com

click 
to order

For its customers in the UK and 
Ireland, Ceramicx has provided an 
online shopping system that makes 
the ordering process much simpler.

Cáthál Wilson. Project Manager



lFFe large Full Flat Element

Drawing No. 050203A

245 x 95mm (9.65" x 3.74")

300W - 1500W

lFTe large Full Trough Element

Drawing No. 050203B

245 x 110mm (9.65" x 4.33")

300W - 1500W

FFe Full Flat Element

Drawing No. 190401B

245 x 60mm (9.65" x 2.36")

150W - 1000W

FTe Full Trough Element

Drawing No. 130201A

245 x 60mm (9.65" x 2.36")

150W - 1000W

HFe Half Flat Element

Drawing No. 190401C

122 x 60mm (4.8" x 2.36")

125W - 500W

HTe Half Trough Element

Drawing No. 130201B

122 x 60mm (4.8" x 2.36")

125W - 500W

QFe Quarter Flat Element

Drawing No. 190401D

60 x 60mm (2.36" x 2.36")

125W - 250W

QTe Quarter Trough Element

Drawing No. 050203C

60 x 60mm (2.36" x 2.36")

125W - 250W
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For further technical information please visit our website
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SFSe Square Flat Solid Element

Drawing No. 190401A

122 x 122mm (4.8" x 4.8")

150W - 750W

Cerix Thermocouple

Drawing No. 050203F
Ceramic element with built in 
Thermocouple k
Calibrated 
Standard

Thermocouple J
Standard

SFeH Square Flat Element Hollow

Drawing No. 050203G

122 x 122mm (4.8" x 4.8")

250W - 800W

FFeH Full Flat Element Hollow

Drawing No. 080702E

245 x 60mm (9.65" x 2.36")

150W - 800W

HFeH Half Flat Element Hollow

Drawing No. 050203H

122 x 60mm (4.8" x 2.36")

125W - 400W

QFeH Quarter Flat Element Hollow

Drawing No. 181207A

60 x 60mm (2.36" x 2.36")

125W - 200W

FTe-ln Full Trough Element - 
long Neck

Drawing No. 27602A

245 x 60mm (9.65" x 2.36")

150W - 1000W

FTel Full Trough Element long

Drawing No. 050505G

285 x 60mm (11.22" x 2.36")

150W - 1000W

Drawing No. 170805A

285 x 60mm (11.22" x 2.36")

150W - 1000W

FTel-ln Full Trough Element long 
- long Neck

eSe Ceramic Bulbs
Drawing No. 240907MA
Dia 64 x 137mm (Dia 2.52" x 5.39")    60W - 100W

Drawing No. 240907MB
Dia 80 x 108mm (Dia 3.15" x 4.25")    60W - 100W

Drawing No. 240907MD
Dia 95 x 108mm (Dia 3.71" x 4.25")    100W - 250W

Drawing No. 240907MC
Dia 138 x 135mm (Dia 5.43" x 5.31")  500W

eSeB

eSeS

eSer

eSexl

QCe Quarter Curved Element

Drawing No. 050203I

60 x 60mm (2.36" x 2.36")

150W - 250W

For further technical information please visit our website
w w w . c e r a m ı c x . c o m12



100 x 100mm (3.94” x 3.94”) 
Drawing No. 220202A
150W - 400W

112 x 112mm (4.41” x 4.41”)
Drawing No. 040401C
150W - 400W

140 x 140mm (5.51” x 5.51”)
Drawing No. 080302D
150W - 650W

150 x 150mm (5.91” x 5.91”)
Drawing No. 130600A
150W - 650W

FQe Full Quartz Element

Drawing No. 060201A-R2

247 x 62.5mm (9.72" x 2.46")

250W - 1000W

HQe Half Quartz Element

Drawing No. 060201B-R1

123.5 x 62.5mm (4.86" x 2.46")

125W - 500W

QQe Quarter Quartz  Element

Drawing No.060201E-R1

62.5 x 62.5mm (2.46" x 2.46")

125W - 250W

pFQe Pillar Full Quartz Element

Drawing No. 100101A-R2

247 x 62.5mm (9.72" x 2.46")

250W - 1000W

pHQe SQePillar Half Quartz Element Special Quartz Element

Drawing No. 050203l

123.5 x 62.5mm (4.86" x 2.46")

125W - 500W

Drawing No. 050203M

123.5 x 123.5mm (4.86" x 4.86")

150W - 1000W

STQH
Single Tube Quartz Heater

Heater Type FQe, HQe, with 
Thermocouple k in centre tube

For further technical information please visit our website
w w w . c e r a m ı c x . c o m 13
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QTS  Quartz Tungsten Short  Dia. 10 x 224mm (Dia. 0.39” x 8.74”)  Drawing.No. 150601S 750W / 240v

QTM  Quartz Tungsten Medium Dia. 10 x 277mm (Dia. 0.39” x 10.91”)  Drawing.No. 150601A 1000W / 240v

QTl  Quartz Tungsten long Dia. 10 x 473mm (Dia. 0.39” x 18.62”)  Drawing.No. 140601A 2000W / 240v

QHS  Quartz Halogen Short  Dia. 10 x 224mm (Dia. 0.39” x 8.74”)  Drawing.No. 150601S 750W / 240v

QHM  Quartz Halogen Medium Dia. 10 x 277mm (Dia. 0.39” x 10.91”)  Drawing.No. 150601A 1000W / 240v

QHl  Quartz Halogen long Dia. 10 x 473mm (Dia. 0.39” x 18.62”)  Drawing.No. 140601A 2000W / 240v

Quartz Halogen Heaters
Range of different sizes Range of wattages and voltages Available in clear and coloured glass

Range of termination options Available with gold and ceramic reflective coatings

Fastir 305
Drawing No. 041103B

305 x 305mm (12" x 12")
Fitted with 1000W quartz tungsten/halogen heaters (QTM/QHM)

4 TuBe - 4KW 5 TuBe - 5KW  

Fastir 500
Drawing No. 041103A

500 x 500mm (19.7" x 19.7")
Fitted with 2000W quartz tungsten/halogen heaters (QTl/QHl)

6 TuBe - 12KW 7 TuBe - 14KW  

For further technical information please visit our website
w w w . c e r a m ı c x . c o m14



panel Heaters
Available with surface face of anodised aluminium and glass

Range of different sizes available

Range of wattages available for varying supply voltages

Multizone options with removable miniature thermocouple plug

Electrical connection via threaded stud terminal, connector 
block or flag terminal

For further technical information please visit our website
w w w . c e r a m ı c x . c o m 15

pFae Pillar Full Anodised Element

247 x 62 x 60mm 
(9.7" x 2.44" x 2.4”)

300W - 230/240v

pHae Pillar Half Anodised Element

122 x 62 x 60mm 
(4.8" x 2.44" x 2.4”)

150W - 230/240v

pFre Pillar Full Robax Element

247 x 62 x 60mm 
(9.7" x 2.44" x 2.4”)

650W - 230/240v

pHre Pillar Half Robax Element

122 x 62 x 60mm 
(4.8" x 2.44" x 2.4”)

325W - 230/240v

PA
N
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RS

raS STandard
AlUMINISED STEEl 
REFlECTOR 
supplied without heaters.

Drawing No. 201102A
100 x 60 x 160mm (3.94” x 2.36” x 6.30”) 

Drawing No. 300600A - R1
100 x 60 x 254mm (3.94” x 2.36” x 10”) 

Drawing No. 050203U
100  x 60 x 504mm (3.94” x 2.36” x 19.84”) 

Drawing No. 031201A - R1
100 x 60 x 754mm (3.94” x 2.36” x 29.69”)  

Drawing No. 050203v
100 x 60 x1004mm (3.94” x 2.36” x 39.53”) 

Drawing No. 220601A - R1
100 x 60 x 1254mm (3.94” x 2.36” x 49.37”)

raS 0.5

raS 1

raS 2

raS 3

raS 4

raS 5

paS STandard
AlUMINISED STEEl 
PROJECTOR 
supplied without heaters.

Drawing No. 050203W
94 x 76 x 258mm  (3.7” x 2.99” x 10.16”)  

Drawing No.111200A - R1
94 x 76 x 508mm (3.7” x 2.99” x 20.00”)  

Drawing No. 050203X
94 x 76 x 758mm (3.7” x 2.99” x 29.84”)  

Drawing No. 120700A - R 1
94 x 76 x 1008mm (3.7” x 2.99” x 39.69”) 

Drawing No. 050203y
94 x 76 x 1258mm (3.7” x 2.99” x 49.53”)  

paS 1

paS 2

paS 3

paS 4

paS 5

Drawing No. 100701A

Quartz Tungsten Short Reflector
247 x 62mm (9.72” x 2.44”)  

Quartz Tungsten Medium Reflector
302 x 62mm (11.89” x 2.44”)  

Quartz Tungsten Long Reflector
497 x 62mm (19.57” x 2.44”)  

QTSr

QTMr

QTlr

QUARTZ TUNGSTEN / HAlOGEN REFlECTORS



Drawing No. 050203N

CeraMiC BulB 
reFleCTor 

Dia. 220 x 110mm 
(Dia. 8.66” x 4.33”)

Drawing No. 161202A

e27 ediSon SCrew 
BulB Holder

Dia. 53 x 74mm 
(Dia. 2.09” x 2.91”)

Drawing No. 050203O

2p CeraMiC 
TerMinal end BloCk
WITH STAINlESS STEEl FITTINGS
40 x 32 x 20mm 
(1.57” x 1.26” x 0.79”)

Drawing No. 210803C

3p CeraMiC 
TerMinal end BloCk 
WITH STAINlESS STEEl FITTINGS
62 x 32 x 20mm 
(2.44” x 1.26” x 0.79”)

r7S CeraMiC Holder 
FOR STANDARD QT/QH 
HEATER RANGE

Drawing No. 050203O

2p CeraMiC 
TerMinal end BloCk
NO METAl FITTINGS
40 x 32 x 20mm
(1.57” x 1.26” x 0.79”)

FlaT CeraMiC BaSe 
Holder FOR HAlOGEN / 
TUNGSTEN HEATERS FITTED 
WITH A FlAT CERAMIC BASE

Drawing No. 210803C

3p CeraMiC 
TerMinal end BloCk 
NO METAl FITTINGS
62 x 32 x 20mm 
(2.44” x 1.26” x 0.79”)

Drawing No. 050203Z

STainleSS STeel 
Buzz BarS 

8 x 2 x 1000mm 
(0.31” x 0.08” x 39.37”)

STQH Holder
FOR All STQH TyPE HEATERS

one pieCe 
Spring / Clip STeel 

CeraMiC BeadS 
STRUNG

Drawing No. 090103A

MounTing BraCkeT

73 x 57x 25mm 
(2.87” x 2.24” x 0.98”)

Drawing No. 060203A

v Clip 
and SCrew SeT 

Drawing No. 100501A

STeel wave Spring
and Clip SeT

CeraMiC BeadS
lOOSE

For further technical information please visit our website
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Polished aluminised steel with white elements            Cream with cream elements           Black with black elements            Red with white elements               

For further technical information please visit our website
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puBSun

Drawing No.  111200A - R1
96 x 76 x 508mm (3.78” x 2.99” x 20.00”)

Drawing No.  050203X
96 x 76 x 758mm (3.78” x 2.99” x 29.84”)

puBSun 2 

puBSun 3 

Pubsun with heater type FTElN in wattages up to 650W per 
heater. Suitable for indoor and outdoor covered use. 

Available in polished aluminised steel finish 
or coloured powder coat.

CoMForT ir 1.3kW          230/240v or 120v           High efficiency white glazed ceramic infrared elements.
Choice of black powder coat or polished stainless steel finish                Minimum order of 6

C
O

M
FO

RT
 H

EA
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N
G

CoMForT ir +
1.3kW

230/240v or 120v 

High efficiency black glazed ceramic infrared elements.

Choice of black powder coat or polished stainless steel finish

Individually boxed with minimum order of 6

1.95kW          230/240v or 120v          450 x 450 x 160mm (17.72” x 17.72” x 6.3”)

ceramic elements quartz elements

Available with high efficiency black glazed 
ceramic infrared elements or quartz medium wave elements

CoMForT ir 360
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Here’s how.... 
The heart of Ceramicx is based on its expertise 
and leadership in the growing world of 
infrared heating . Founder and Managing 
Director Frank Wilson says that ‘from the outset 
we had the confidence of the market and 
the vision to back ourselves technically and 
commercially. And because we set ourselves 
to satisfy our demand worldwide, we are now 
in a position to make another quantum leap in 
our development.’

Ceramicx was set up in 1992 and in 1994 moved 
into its new premises in Ballydehob, County 
Cork, Ireland.  Today, Ceramicx employs a 
range of expert manufacturing practitioners 
and delivers its heating products, systems and 
heat-consultancy to 63 countries across all 
five world continents. The factory output is 98% 
exported and the planned developments and 
expansion, says Frank, will include higher value 
jobs supported by increased levels of automation 
and know-how at our factory works. 

The engine for success at the company is based on 
the title of this magazine - and an unmistakeable 
passion for what Frank Wilson is pleased to call 
‘heat work’.

Heat work - an art and a science
‘In some ways – as every blacksmith knows - heat 
work is a bit of a black art,’ says Frank. ‘But in 
many other ways, it is an extremely involving and 
evolving science: We are fortunate in having 
fostered relationships with centres such as the 
University of limerick, who are all helping us play 
a key part in advancing and developing this new 
infrared science. Based on that know-how and on 
solid scientific fundamentals we are able to go out 
and create new infrared heating products and 
heating systems for industry and the consumer 
alike’

your full service supplier
Doing business with Ceramicx means much much more than 

picking your order out of the box. Ceramicx will consult with you on 
all aspects of your heating needs – the design and manufacture of 

the infrared system;  the  quality and traceability of your purchase; 
the way in which your order will be handled and transported.

heat work is a bit of 
a black art“ ”
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Key applications for Ceramicx infrared know-
how include plastics thermoforming, industrial 
non-contact drying, spot heating, warming food, 
infrared saunas and numerous other industrial 
processes.

That’s a pretty broad palette of heating options 
– industrial and consumer - and part of the 
Ceramicx talent has been to mix and match 
these infrared technologies in the best interests 
of the customer. Frank says that ‘at Ceramicx you 
will find a company that is not satisfied with the 
established standards for the industry: We have 
developed many new products that better fit the 
needs of today’s manufacturer who has no choice 
but to be reliant on process heating. Our niche is 
in giving this customer a much superior product 
at a competitive price. In addition, the energy 
content of every product is a very important cost 
and ecological issue.’

Producing for the new energy agenda 
As an industrial company, a user of energy - and 
a producer of energy products for a multitude of 
other industrial companies – Ceramicx is highly 
aware of the new energy agenda in the world 
and the need for ecological and low carbon 
footprint products and practices.

‘like it or not,’ says Wilson, ‘we all live in a world 
where the carbon footprint of us all can and must 
be reduced.  There is actually no going back on 
this point. 

Ceramicx is keeping ahead of the new energy 
curve and has ambitious plans for its own power 
generation and for the general sustainability of 
its products and operations. Wilson says that ‘I 
pay great heed to the pace setters in this area. 
People like Tom Delay, Chief Executive of The 
Carbon Trust, who for example, recently said that 
in today’s global economy ‘there will be a large 
creation and re-distribution of shareholder value 
in the transition to a low carbon economy. There 

will be winners and losers at sector level and within 
sectors at company level.  The winners are more 
likely to be those businesses that take the time to 
understand and address this complex area.’

Ceramicx is also on a mission to advise, help and 
partner its customers in reducing their energy and 
heating costs – thus lowering the carbon footprint 
of their businesses.  Infrared heating is itself an 
energy saving process – compared to alternative 
heat sources – and many of the company’s 
existing Ceramicx heating installations have 
saved their customers some 30-40% of the energy 
previously used 

‘Alternative energy power will eventually make 
our energy needs self sustaining,’ says Wilson, 
‘and – as importantly – will reduce the carbon 
footprint of all the products that we make and sell. 
I believe that this factor alone will greatly help our 
competitiveness and help sustain competitiveness 
and jobs.’

Ceramicx believes that the day will come when 
the proveable energy content (cost) of a product 
will determine whether it succeeds or not in the 
marketplace. 

Wilson believes that this issue has a wider 
importance. ‘Energy saving saves a lot more than 
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energy:  It is vital, in fact, to send out a message 
that the savings in productivity at the factory – and 
the Ceramicx exports from Ireland are a source 
of green produced products in addition to being 
green energy-efficient in operation. Wilson is clear 
that Ceramicx will offer these innovations and 
improvements as a cost-effective development 
and without the need to charge the so-called 
‘organic premium’.  ‘In this way,’ he says, ‘we shall 
be able to sustainably grow business and jobs for 
the new global industrial agenda.’

Your product branded
Also coming up in this mix will be the visible 
branding of the company’s packaging and the 
product with the newly redesigned Ceramicx 
company logo and distinctive company colours 
in yellow, green and ochre. 

At this point in the company’s development 
Wilson acknowledges that great products now 
need great branding: ‘The Ceramicx product – 
our componentry and our consumer products 
- has– on numerous occasions – been found to 
be the best in the world: We have independent 
test house data – from Europe, from the Far East 
– that says so. Thanks to our investment in heat 
work we have nothing to fear from anyone else 
on the score of product excellence or product 
development. So the time has now come to give 
our Ceramicx product profile its matching due 
in terms of marketing and international brand 
profile.’

Over the past twelve months Ceramicx has 
accordingly given its corporate design an 
upgrade and a refresh. This new Ceramicx logo 
will now adorn the bulk of the stock leaving the 
warehouse for worldwide destinations. ‘The new 
branding,’ says Frank, ‘is backed by price, quality 
and by our commitment to true service  - and we 
urge our customers to accept nothing inferior.’

Your order – the best handling
Manufacturing the best products and systems 
is one thing – but delivering them on schedule 
– worldwide - is another. The company’s trade 
and logistics abilities are the envy of many and 
Ceramicx co-founder Gráinne Wilson delivers this 
service to customers. 

Says Gráinne, ‘the Transport and logistics 
industries are always in development. At 
Ceramicx we are duty bound to stay on 
top of all the trends and get the best 
from a constantly changing picture.’  

Flexibility of response is key: 
Gráinne notes that ‘the IATA estimates that the 
airline cargo industry has suffered recent losses 
of over US$ 1 billion in recent months. Much sea 
freight business worldwide is also struggling to 
remain afloat. As a result of the present market 
conditions some carriers are removing aircraft 
and ships from service in an effort to realign the 
equilibrium of supply and demand. However, 
other parts of the transport industry have flexed 
and have profited from these moves. As a user, 
there are always new options and bargains to be 
found.’

Every day Ceramicx ships its increasing order 
book to many different global locations and by 
different methods. The goods range from the 
smallest carton of around 6kgs to full pallets and 
containers. The company ships by road, sea and 
air and the requirements vary greatly for different 
countries: Destinations outside the EU for instance 
require import documentation such as movement 
certificates and export documents, Certificates of 
Origin, Invoices and other documents. Since many 
countries have various restrictions – particularly for 
the importation of timber or any kind of wooden 
products, pallets have to be fumigated. Ceramicx, 
however, mostly uses plastic recycled pallets 
which eliminates the need for this.

Customers will know that Ceramicx pays great 
attention to the packaging and safety of its goods 
in transit. Says Gráinne, ‘All Ceramicx goods are 
very carefully wrapped and packed. Most of our 
production is made from ceramic and glass and 
has to survive the handling throughout the route. 
This can mean being loaded and unloaded 
several times until final destination. We make a 
conscious effort to use recycled packing for all of 
our shipments wherever possible.’

‘We make it here’ - The Ceramicx 
engineering commitment 
A tour of the Ceramicx factory reveals yet one 
further passion from its founder and director – and 
that is the commitment to home-grown design, 
engineering and manufacturing. ‘At Ceramicx,’ 
says Wilson, ‘we have always made sure to keep 
our design and our product-build and our value-
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added in-house and in-hand. We don’t contract 
out – and we don’t sub-contract out for others. We 
make it here,’ says Frank Wilson, ‘from design and 
build to packaging and branding and export. 

Over the past five years Ceramicx has invested 
in a large machinery shop, with CNC milling 
machines and metal cutting, shaping and finishing 
machinery to ensure the continuing independent 
manufacturing success of the company – with no 
dependence on outsourcing and full control of 
the innovation and materials we use and offer. 

Wilson adds; ‘not only do we manufacture the 
best heating product – we also have to guarantee 
its excellence. We have to ensure that through its 
repeatability and quality – industrial or customer 
– that every Ceramicx product is the best in 
manufacturing depth.’

Quality assurance and traceability tagging and 
so forth standard practices, of course, in the 
best parts of industry but Ceramicx is set to go 

further: Part One of the joint venture work with the 
University of limerick has been concluded and will 
see real performance data for every Ceramicx 
product available online – anywhere in the world. 

‘Our ceramic product data – numerical and 
graphical – is available,’ says Frank Wilson, ‘to any 
buyer or user of Ceramicx product who wishes 
to use the science and the figures behind each 
and every product purchased. It’s a radical new 
form of customer assurance,’ he adds. ‘It makes 
the Ceramicx product performance and quality 
completely ‘transparent’ to the customers – and 
further guarantees its quality and performance.’

MYTHS oF inFrared
1M

YT
H

inFrared energY Can Be HarMFul
Infrared energy is naturally occurring from the sun, travels
to the earth in wavelengths and is absorbed by all objects. Every 
object emits and absorbs infrared naturally without harmful effects.

wrong

Infrared radiation is electromagnetic energy that can be 
used to generate heat.







There are three considerations when dealing with infrared: 
l. Absorption     2. Reflection     3. Transmission. 
Infrared systems emit electromagnetic energy. An infrared emitter 
produces wavelengths with mechanical properties which have to be 
absorbed, transmitted or reflected. An effective infrared system will deal 
with these 3 issues as efficiently as possible. 

Radiation is generated by source temperature. The adjustment of 
temperature changes the infrared wavelength hence the reason systems 
operate within a waveband output and not a wavelength output.

2M
YT

H

wrong
 inFrared radiaTion iS HeaT

3M
YT

H

wrong
an inFrared SYSTeM iS onlY ConCerned wiTH 

HeaTing

4M
YT

H
wrong

 To ConTrol TeMperaTure iS To adeQuaTelY 
ConTrol an inFrared eMiTTer

5M
YT

H

inFrared aBSorpTion oF a TargeT MaTerial 
iS diCTaTed BY a Single SpeCTral analYSiS aT 
aMBienT - e.g. 20°C

wrong


The spectral analysis and spectral absorption characteristics change 
as the target material temperature changes. It is therefore important 
to consider the use of waveband rather than wavelength to ensure 
the infrared output from an emitter or system is capable of meeting the 
spectral absorption characteristics of the material. 
6M

YT
H eMiTTerS Can Be SeT aT Full valueS wiTHouT 

THerMoCouple waTCH ConTrol wrong


There is a significant difference between starting the emitters (heaters) at 
an ambient temperature e.g. 20°C and starting emitters in an ambient 
temperature of 400°C. Turning on the heater at higher ambient values 
could result in burn out of the emitter.
7M

YT
H THe deSign and ManuFaCTure oF THe oven, oven 

ConTrolS and THe appliCaTion variaBleS are SeparaTe, 
independenT, CoMponenTS oF an inFrared SYSTeM wrong



All of these are important elements/components, and are essential to 
each other in order to create effective and successful heat work process.
8M

YT
H TeMperaTure ConTrol SYSTeMS Can TYpiCallY 

SeT THe perForManCe oF inFrared SYSTeMS wrong


This method of operation is a poor way to control radiation because 
temperature and % control are not developed with radiation in mind. 
However, these are the current and typical choices available - but 
should be used advisedly.
9M

YT
H radiaTion Can Be TreaTed in a SiMilar FaSHion 

To ConduCTion and ConveCTion wrong


Under no circumstances are conduction and convection comparable to 
radiation in any way.  These are three separate methods of heat-transfer 
that do not relate to one another.

10M
YT

H environMenTal CondiTionS SuCH aS weaTHer 
Have no iMpaCT on THe uSe oF inFrared wrong



These have a huge impact. The conditions of the surroundings 
will have a big effect on the transfer of infrared radiation 
e.g. humidity.

10
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Printing

asthma suffers
bed bugs

centrIfuge
mrsa 

Infrared / sIlver
saunas

carpets
dashboard

door panels / lIners
odometers

paInt dryIng
wIndscreen removal

Oil

Packaging and 
thermoforming are 
the primary markets 
for Ceramicx and 
where the company’s 
principal know how 
lies. The company 
develops complete 
systems with full control 
on a regular basis 
for this market. The 
company spends a 
lot it’s time retrofitting 
older machines. 
The company has 
completed retrofitting 
jobs where they 
have achieved up to 
40% energy savings 
and our clients have 
achieved payback 
for the retrofit within 
6 months on energy 
savings alone. There 
are two types of 
thermoforming of 
course and this 
includes both inline 
and cut-sheet. 
Ceramicx has 
extensive experience 
in both of these areas.

Medical

Ceramicx infrared heating products are used in a wide range of 
applications across industry, hospitality and other sectors. As a result, 
our marketplaces include the following sample of diverse sectors 
where ‘heat’ is an integral part of achieving objectives:

Automotive
cockpIt developmentJet engIne cowlIng

Aviation

offset prIntIng
dIgItal prIntIng

oIl sands cleanIng

pIpe work

Packaging
range of packagIngbutter tubsbIscuIt cartons

White Goods

Infrared toaster ovenInfrared haIr straIghtnerInfrared coffee makerInfrared cookerInfrared vegetable steamerInfrared IronInfrared perfect steak cooker

OUR MARKETPlA

Comfort Heating

comfort Ir
creature comfort Ir

pubsun
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CES It’s certainly no surprise to us that Ceramicx’s global 
appeal has made us the infrared heating partner of 
choice for customers in over 65 countries worldwide.

ARGENTINA

BOSNIA - 
HERZEGOvINA

CyPRUS

GREECE

IRElAND

MEXICO

BRAZIl

CZECH REPUBlIC

GUATEMAlA

ISRAEl

NETHERlANDS

BUlGARIA

DENMARK

HAITI

ITAly

NEW ZEAlAND

ARMENIA

CAMEROON

EGyPT

HONG KONG

JAPAN

NORWAy

AUSTRAlIA

CHINA

ESTONIA

HUNGARy

lATvIA

OMAN

AUSTRIA

COlOMBIA

FINlAND

ICElAND

lEBANON

PAKISTAN

UKRAINE UNITED ARAB
EMIRATES

UNITED 
KINGDOM USA vIETNAM

BElGIUM

COSTA RICA

FRANCE

INDIA

lITHUANIA

PERÚ

ROMANIA RUSSIA SAUDI ARABIA SERBIA SINGAPORE SlOvAKIA SlOvENIA

SOUTH KOREA SPAIN SRI lANKA SWEDEN SWITZERlAND THAIlAND TUNISIA

CROATIA

GERMANy

IRAN

MAlAySIA

PORTUGAl

SOUTH AFRICA

TURKEy

POlAND

DISTRIBUTORS AvAIlABlE DIRECT SAlES DISTRIBUTOR ∙ DIRECT SAlES 
SHOPON lINE
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Frank Wilson
Managing Director

frank@ceramicx.com
www.linkedin.com/in/ceramicx

Tadhg Whooley
Technical Sales Manager

tadhg@ceramicx.com

Gráinne Wilson
Director

sales@ceramicx.com

Marcin Milczarczyk
Engineering Supervisor

eng@ceramicx.com

Cáthál Wilson
Project Manager

cathal@ceramicx.com
www.linkedin.com/in/cathalwilson

Pádraig Courtney
Quality Supervisor

padraig@ceramicx.com

By any standard, Ceramicx is a unique 
company – combining the best of modern 
manufacturing practices with the greenest 
of energy agendas. 

The main Ceramicx site is based in West 
Cork amid rural landscapes and the 
rugged beauty of South West Ireland’s 
Atlantic coastline. 

The Ceramicx workforce prides itself 
on being able to combine the most 
modern of manufacturing practices with 
the best in Irish collective traditions: The 
idea of a Meitheal  - or ‘connection with 
neighbour’ is never far from the shop floor. 
This company spirit also imbues the pride 
and care which Ceramicx takes with its 
customer relations and service. 

The Ceramicx Team

The Ceramicx team summer 2010



sales@ceramicx.com

Ceramicx Ireland ltd. Gortnagrough, Ballydehob, Co. Cork, Ireland.

+353 28 37510
+353 28 37509 Monday to Thursday  

08.00 - 18.00 gmt    
Friday 

08.00 - 14.00 gmt

N 51° 36′
W 9° 28′

Office hours

http://www.youtube.com
/user/infraredheaters

www.twitter.com/
ceramicx

http://www.google.
com/profiles/ceramicx.

infrared.heaters

http://www.linkedin.
com/companies/
ceramicx-ireland

http://www.ceramicx.
com/en/feed

http://www.ceramicx.
com/en/blog

http://www.facebook.
com/ceramicx

w w w . c e r a m ı c x . c o m

w w w . c e r a m ı c x . c o m

Talk to us today about your 
infrared heating needs. 



CeramIC elements

Quartz Infrared 
systems

C u s t o m  b u I l t
heatIng solutIons

Quartz 
halogen | tungsten

applICatIons
engIneerIng

www.ceramıcx.com

Designed and engineered 
to suit your exact needs

short wave
0.75 - 1.4 microns
1300 °C - 2600°C

medium wave
1.4 - 3 microns
800 °C - 1200°C

long wave
3 - 10 microns
300 °C-700°C
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